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Design and Technology



Picture Quality Features
HDR 10+
Sends dynamic metadata, which allow TVs to set up 
colour and brightness levels frame-by-frame. This 
makes the picture look realistic. HDR10 aims to 
produce 1000 nits of peak brightness, whereas HDR 
10+ supports up to 4000 nits.

MEMC
Algorithm to overcome the motion blur effect. MEMC 
technology detects movement patterns of the objects 
and apply interpolation between pixels, providing much 
more smooth video experience.

Super Resolution
Algorithm to solve the artifacts of low resolution 
video upscaling.

Micro Dimming
Algorithm for better contrast and vivid picture quality. 
This is provided by deep analysis of each pixels, realizing 
dark and bright regions and applying separate backlight.

Dolby Vision
VESTEL & Dolby Vision cooperation transforms the 
way you experience movies, TV shows, and games 
with incredible brightness, contrast, and color that 
bring entertainment to life before your eyes. By fully 
leveraging the maximum potential of new cinema 
projection technology and new TVs’ display capabilities, 
Dolby Vision delivers high-dynamic-range (HDR) 
and wide-color-gamut content. The result is a refined, 
lifelike image that will make you forget you are looking 

at a screen. Current consumer video delivery and 
cinema standards are based on the limitations of old 
technologies and require altering the original content 
before it can be reproduced for playback—dramatically 
reducing the range of colors, brightness, and contrast 
from that captured by modern cameras. Dolby Vision 
changes that, giving creative teams the confidence that 
images will be reproduced faithfully on TVs, PCs, and 
mobile devices that feature Dolby Vision. 



Better Sound Experience
Dolby Audio
Dolby Audio Processing (DAP) is a suite of post - 
processing technologies designed to improve the audio 
playback experience on a TV using TV speakers.

Surround Virtualizer + Upmixer 
Volume Leveler
Dialogue Enhancement 
Bass Enhancement and Virtual Bass 
Speaker Tuning
Media Intelligence

DTS Virtual X
DTS Virtual:X simplifies the expansion of the surround 
sound listening by providing primarily the perception of 
height channels, without requiring additional speakers. 
DTS achieves 3D surrounding

sounds natively without sound conversion process from 
2D to 3D.

Dolby Atmos
A consumer can experience Dolby Atmos in the cinema 
and get that same Dolby Atmos experience in the home 
like no other sound solution.
A TV with front or down - firing stereo speakers using 
Dolby Atmos audio processing will provide breathtaking 
sound that has impressive clarity, richness, detail, and 
depth.



As one of the leading manufacturers 
of the new version of Android TVs 
running on Android P Operating 
System, Vestel is proud to announce 
its commitment to the Android 
ecosystem. 

Android TVs are going to get 
steady security updates and version 
upgrades within the 3 years from 
their development. This will assure our 
customers to always access the new 
improvements without the need to 
replace their products.  

With their Android TVs Integrated 
with the Android ecosystem, 
customers will be able to control their 
smart home devices through their TVs 
and share their Android phone screens 
to their TVs with the integrated 
Chromecast support. 

Secure & up-to date Simple

Secure & up-to date Comprehensive Content

Voice Enabled BT Remote | Available on UHD models | starting Q3-2019 CONTENT

Netflix

Prime Video

YouTube

Google Play Movies

Google Play Music 

3000+ apps thru 
Google Play

USAGE

TV Control thru voice

Voice Search (via BT RC) 

Google Assistant (in selected countries) 
Works with Android devices 

Built-in Chromecast

Android TV brings content to the forefront of the TVs and 
allows for easy discovery and consumption of OTT content with 
its built-in Google Assistant. 



Netflix is the most famous and essential VoD provider 
to watch movies and TV shows over internet connection. 
Vestel Smart TV enables you to watch thousands of 
movies and TV shows anytime you want and as much as 
you want via Netflix service. Having access to incredible 
world of TV episodes and movies, Vestel Smart TV 
instantly transforms your living room to a movie theater 
or a TV studio!

Youtube is the world’s biggest and most popular video 
sharing platform. The latest and greatest music videos, 
trends and channels are in here. You can also synch your 
mobile device to the app and enjoy the content. Being 
the most used app on Smart Tvs through out the world, 
Youtube is essential.

Prime Video is the Video on Demand service developed, 
owned and operated by Amazon. It offers television 
shows and films for rent or purchase as well as a selection 
of Amazon Studios
original content and licensed acquisitions. You can get 
access to Amazon’s carefully curated and steadfastly 
expanding content with an Amazon Prime or Prime 
Video Membership. As a close partner of Amazon, Vestel 
Smart TVs bring the
Amazon experience to your living rooms at your 
fingertips or through your voice!

Rakuten TV is a video-on-demand streaming service, 
offering movies and TV series for subscription, rental and 
purchase. Rakuten TV’s catalogue includes content from 
studios around the world including Warner Bros., Disney, 
Sony Pictures Entertainment and Twentieth Century Fox 
Home Entertainment, local distributors, and independent 
labels.

Operational in 11 countries across Europe, Rakuten is a 
longterm partner of Vestel.



Line-up



Trigon Metal Stand
4 HDMI 3 USB
Internal Subwoofer

OLED

Available Sizes
55” - 65’’



Trigon Metal Stand
4 HDMI 3 USB
Internal Subwoofer

Available Sizes
55” - 65’’

JLED



415 UNB Design
Trigon Metal Stand
4 HDMI 2 USB

DTS + Speaker Box + Subwoofer
HDR10+ – Dolby Vision

Available Sizes
43’’ – 49’’ – 55’’

Elite UHD



400 UNB Design
Trigon Plastic Stand (Silver)   
4 HDMI 2 USB

DAP
DTS + Speaker Box
HDR10+ 

Mid UHD

Available Sizes
43’’ – 49’’ – 50’’ – 55’’



557 VNB Design
Trigon Plastic Stand (Black)

3 HDMI 2 USB
HDR10+

Entry UHD

Available Sizes
43’’ – 49’’ – 50’’ – 55’’ – 58” – 65”



?

Smart FullHD/HD

Available Sizes
?



?

Non Smart FullHD/HD

Available Sizes
?



Android Pie (Version 9.0)
557 VNB Design

531 Metal Silver Stand
4 HDMI – 2 USB

Elite Android

Available Sizes
43” – 50” – 55” – 58” – 65”



Android Pie ( Version 9.0)
557 VNB Design

531 Metal Silver Stand
4 HDMI – 2 USB

Entry Android

Available Sizes
43” – 50” – 55” – 58” – 65”



For more information, please visit
jvctv.eu


